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DESCRIPTION

33817

2010 Chateau Montrose Saint Estephe

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$245.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Dense and dark, with a massive core of roasted fig, blackberry, espresso and bittersweet cocoa flavors followed by rapier tannins that drive
through the finish. This has both richness and austerity. When it all comes together fully, this should be a superb wine." -Wine Spectator, 95
to 98 pts. "Somewhat reminiscent of the 1989, only even inkier and richer, the 2010 boasts a dense purple color along with glorious
aromatics of blueberries, boysenberries, black currants and a crushed chalk-like minerality. The tannins are less intrusive than I would have
suspected for such a young Montrose, but they are unquestionably ripe and well-integrated. Deep, full-bodied and massive, this beauty
should be at its finest between 2018-2050." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 99pts

262023

2005 Chateau Cos d'Estournel

$525.00

N/A

N/A

"Black in color, with aromas of orange peel, new leather, currant, berry and Christmas pudding. Full-bodied, with layers of velvety tannins and
a long, long finish of fruit and spices. The cashmere texture is all there." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 98pts

262022

2005 Chateau Cos d'Estournel Saint Estephe

$250.00

N/A

N/A

"This full-bodied St Estephe is exceptionally powerful, pure, and dense with a layered mid-palate that builds like a skyscraper. It boasts an
inky/purple color as well as a glorious perfume of licorice, Asian spices, creme de cassis, blackberries, and toasty oak. While there are
massive tannins, they are remarkably velvety and well-integrated in this big, backstrapping effort that should enjoy an unusually long life." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 98pts

265348

2008 Chateau Montrose Saint Estephe

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"An inky/purple color is accompanied by sweet, pure aromas of black fruits and spice. This full-bodied wine exhibits superb concentration,
sweet tannin, and a multilayered, textured, full-bodied mouthfeel with no hard edges. The sweetness of the tannin, the extraordinary purity of
fruit, and the intense aromatics suggest a year of great ripeness." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

22694

2009 Chateau Montrose Saint Estephe

$325.00

N/A

N/A

"A colossal effort, the 2009 Montrose represents a hypothetical blend of the monumental duo of 1989 and 1990 combined with the
phenomenal 2003. With 13.7% alcohol (an all-time high at Montrose), it is a blend of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 29% Merlot and the rest tiny
quantities of Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. Some structure and minerality can be detected in the background, but the overall impression is
one of massive blackberry, black currant and mulberry fruit intermixed with forest floor, damp earth, crushed rocks and a hint of spring
flowers. Full-bodied with sweet but abundant tannin, Jean-Bernard Delmas believes this is the greatest wine he has made during his short
tenure at Montrose since retiring from Haut-Brion. This wine will undoubtedly shut down for a decade, then unleash its power, glory and
potential perfection. Anticipated maturity: 2020-2050+."-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 100pts

34174

2010 Chateau Cos d'Estournel Saint Estephe

$350.00

N/A

N/A

"Full-bodied, classic and built along the lines of the 2000 (although that wine was made before Reybier acquired the estate and upgraded
quality significantly). This wine exhibits beautifully pure notes of creme de cassis, blueberry liqueur, pen ink, graphite and hints of toast and
vanillin. The wine is full and rich, and although aged in 80% new oak, the wood is a subtle background component. This beauty will take
longer to round into shape than the dramatic and compelling 2009. Forget it for 5-8 years, and drink it over the following three-plus decades."
-Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

261778

2003 Chateau Calon Segur

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"Loads of crushed berries, with mineral, lightly toasted oak and licorice. Full-bodied, with big, velvety tannins and a long, caressing finish.
This is the sleeper of the vintage." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

262036

2000 Chateau Cos d'Estournel

$175.00

N/A

N/A

"Absolutely gorgeous on the nose, with currants, blackberries and freshly cut flowers. Full-bodied, with ultrafine tannins and a solid core of
fruit. This goes on and on on the palate. The essence of class and refinement." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 96pts

55999

2012 Chateau Cos d'Estournel Saint Estephe (Futures)

$128.00

N/A

"It has a saturated purple color, a classic style, abundant tannin, slight austerity, superb concentration, huge fruit, a medium to full-bodied
mouthfeel, and a structured, muscular, well-delineated finish. This impressive, full-bodied Cos will need time to round into shape. Give it 4-5
years of cellaring and drink it over the following two decades." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

